Lincoln united the Republicans and saved America from the Democrats for the first time. Can Trump—and we—come together and save America for the second time?

RESERVE YOUR TICKETS NOW:
DeathofaNationMovie.com

ABOUT DINESH D’SOUZA
Dinesh D'Souza is a best-selling author and filmmaker. His films 2016: Obama's America and America: Imagine The World Without Her are the #2 and #6 highest-grossing political documentaries of all time. D'Souza's latest film, Hillary's America, is widely credited with contributing to Hillary Clinton's defeat in 2016, and quickly joined his first two films in the top 10 political documentaries.

ABOUT “DEATH OF A NATION”
Who is killing America? The Left blames the death of our nation on fascism, racism, and white supremacy, all because of Trump's election and the Republican Party. But which party is actually the party of fascism and racism? Dinesh D'Souza's explosive new film, Death of a Nation, is a searching exploration of the true history and meaning of racism, fascism, and Nazism.
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